Human defensins are at the forefront of the host responses to HIV and other pathogens in mucosal tissues. However, their ability to inactivate HIV in the bloodstream has been questioned due to the antagonistic effect of serum. In this study, we have examined the effect of sub-inhibitory concentrations of human a-defensin HNP-1 on the kinetics of early steps of fusion between HIV-1 and target cells in the presence of serum. Direct measurements of HIV-cell fusion using an enzymatic assay revealed that, in spite of the modest effect on the extent of fusion, HNP-1 prolonged the exposure of functionally important transitional epitopes of HIV-1 gp41 on the cell surface. The increased lifetime of gp41 intermediates in the presence of defensin was caused by a delay in the post-coreceptor binding steps of HIV-1 entry that correlated with the marked enhancement of the virus' sensitivity to neutralizing anti-gp41 antibodies. By contrast, the activity of antibodies to gp120 was not affected. HNP-1 appeared to specifically potentiate antibodies and peptides targeting the first heptad repeat domain of gp41, while its effect on inhibitors and antibodies to other gp41 domains was less prominent. Sub-inhibitory concentrations of HNP-1 also promoted inhibition of HIV-1 entry into peripheral blood mononuclear cells by antibodies and, more importantly, by HIV-1 immune serum. Our findings demonstrate that: (i) sub-inhibitory doses of HNP-1 potently enhance the activity of a number of anti-gp41 antibodies and peptide inhibitors, apparently by prolonging the lifetime of gp41 intermediates; and (ii) the efficiency of HIV-1 fusion inhibitors and neutralizing antibodies is kinetically restricted. This study thus reveals an important role of a-defensin in enhancing adaptive immune responses to HIV-1 infection and suggests future strategies to augment these responses.
Introduction
HIV envelope glycoprotein (Env) is a trimer each monomer of which consists of non-covalently associated transmembrane (gp41) and surface (gp120) subunits [1] . The gp120 binding to CD4 induces the formation of the gp120 coreceptor binding site and enables recruitment of HIV coreceptors (CCR5 or CXCR4) [2, 3] . The formation of ternary Env-CD4-coreceptor complexes triggers the gp41 refolding into the final 6-helix bundle (6HB) structure [4, 5] . In the 6HB structure, the three C-terminal heptad repeat (C-HR) domains bind in an antiparallel orientation to the hydrophobic grooves of the central N-terminal heptad repeat domain (N-HR). The refolding of gp41 from a native conformation to the 6HB is a multi-step process that proceeds through several intermediate conformations which expose N-HR and C-HR domains [5, 6] and are collectively referred to as pre-bundle or pre-hairpin intermediates (PHIs).
Synthetic peptides derived from the N-HR and C-HR regions inhibit HIV-1 fusion by binding to complementary domains on the gp41 PHIs and blocking the 6HB formation [4] . The gp41 N-HR and C-HR domains are exposed/formed after binding to CD4 or coreceptors, but are not available on the native Env or on the final 6HB structure [7] [8] [9] . Hence, the inhibitory peptides have a limited window of opportunity to bind to gp41 and block HIV-1 fusion. Functional evidence implies that the time of PHI exposure is a major determinant of the potency of C-HR-derived peptides [10] [11] [12] [13] . Specifically, the rate of fusion/infection has been shown to correlate with the HIV-1 resistance to neutralizing antibodies and C-HR-derived peptides [10, 14] . The lifetime of PHIs on the cell surface is a function of the relative rates of their formation upon CD4 binding and disappearance, which could be due to: (i) conversion to 6HBs upon virus fusion with the plasma membrane and/or (ii) virus clearance from the cell surface followed by fusion with endosomes [15] . The former pathway is operational in a cellcell fusion model (e.g., [8, 16] ), whereas the second mechanism appears to be responsible for the HIV-1 escape from peptide inhibitors [10, 15] (see below).
In addition to the relatively short lifetime of PHIs in the course of fusion, HIV-1 entry via endocytosis reveals a novel escape pathway from the peptide inhibitors [15] . Quick HIV-1 uptake following the interactions with CD4 and coreceptors would limit the cell surface exposure of PHIs and thus increase the virus resistance to inhibitors targeting intermediate conformations of Env. Indeed, the inhibitory potency of C-HR-derived peptides is enhanced upon imposing a transient block on HIV-1 endocytosis [15, 17] . We therefore hypothesized that the sensitivity of HIV-1 to neutralizing antibodies against transiently exposed Env epitopes is modulated by the lifetime of surface-accessible PHIs [10] . This notion is supported by the synergy between a gp41-derived peptide that appears to stabilize PHI and anti-gp41 antibodies [14] . Thus, in addition to steric restrictions on antibody binding [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , kinetic factors (such as the lifetime of PHIs and the on/off rates of antibody binding) may contribute to the ability of antibodies to engage transiently exposed epitopes [12, 24, 25] . For example, antibodies against CD4-induced epitopes neutralize HIV-1 more potently in cells expressing low levels of coreceptors or in the presence of coreceptor antagonists [13, [26] [27] [28] ; these conditions are known to slow down HIV-1 fusion [10, 13] .
The above considerations suggest that the rate of HIV-1 uptake/fusion can modulate the virus' resistance to entry inhibitors. Our recent study revealed that human a-defensin HNP-1 interferes with several steps of HIV-1 fusion and also selectively inhibits productive uptake of this virus [29] . We therefore asked whether low concentrations of HNP-1 can enhance the activity of antibodies and fusion inhibitors targeting intermediate conformations of Env by delaying the HIV-1 uptake and/or fusion. By examining the effect of HNP-1 on the kinetics of virus fusion, we confirmed that even marginally inhibitory doses of defensin in the presence of human serum increased the lifetime of PHIs on the cell surface. The longer exposure of gp41 intermediates correlated with dramatic potentiation of the inhibitory activity of antibodies and peptides targeting the N-HR domain. By comparison, a less marked enhancement of antiviral activities by defensin was observed for peptides and antibodies targeting other gp41 domains, while HIV-1 neutralization by antigp120 antibodies was not affected under our conditions. Importantly, the strong enhancing effect on HIV-1 neutralization was observed in the presence of serum, which antagonizes the ability of HNP-1 to directly inhibit fusion [29] [30] [31] [32] . Our results thus demonstrate a remarkable synergy between innate and adaptive immune responses in blocking HIV-1 entry and fusion.
Results

Kinetically resolved intermediates of HIV-cell fusion
We and others have shown that the ability of HNP-1 to inhibit HIV-1 fusion/infection is markedly attenuated in the presence of serum [29, 30] . Surprisingly, however, serum does not interfere with the HNP-1 binding to cellular and viral targets [29] , implying that the binding itself does not confer anti-viral activity. Here, we asked whether, in spite of its poor inhibitory activity in the presence of serum, the bound HNP-1 can modulate the kinetics of HIV-1 fusion and thus enhance the potency of inhibitors and neutralizing antibodies. The kinetics of HIV-1 fusion and the longevity of PHIs have been measured by adding specific inhibitors of HIV-1 fusion at varied times of virus-cell incubation [10, 15, 17, 29] . From these data, the average lifetime of PHIs can be estimated using a simple three-step kinetic model ( Fig. 1 and  [10] ). This approach revealed correlation between the longevity of PHIs and the inhibitory activity of C-HR-derived peptides.
According to our kinetic model, HIV-1, which is initially attached to a target cell in the cold through non-specific interactions, proceeds through the following three surface-accessible steps of fusion ( Fig. 1 ): binding to CD4 (denoted V/CD4) and coreceptors (V/CD4/CoR) followed by productive endocytosis (V E ). The virus progression through sequential steps of fusion is assessed by adding high concentrations of specific fusion inhibitors at different time points. This approach is insensitive to reversible engagement of receptor/coreceptor and thus measures the effective rate constants of progression beyond the fusion steps that are dependent on respective cellular proteins. The internalization of ternary HIV-CD4-CoR complexes culminates in fusion with endosomes (V F ) [15] , but this step is not kinetically resolved through addition of membrane-impermeant inhibitors and therefore does not contribute to the measured rate constants. We have obtained evidence for the existence of this post-endocytosis fusion step through arresting it at low temperature [15] .
The acquisition of resistance to gp41-derived peptide inhibitors has been traditionally interpreted as HIV-1 fusion (e.g., [8, 33] ). However, the finding that HIV-1 enters through endocytosis [15] suggests that kinetics of escape from these peptides reflects the rate of productive endocytosis which protects the virus from inhibitors and culminates in subsequent fusion with endosomes ( Fig. 1) . Importantly, the longevity of surface-accessible PHIs measured by our approach is independent of whether HIV-1 escapes from the C-HR-derived peptides by forming the gp41 6HBs, which implies direct fusion with the plasma membrane (Fig. 1 , gray dashed arrow), or through productive endocytosis [10] .
Human a-defensin slows down Env-CXCR4 binding and productive HIV-1 endocytosis
To synchronize the HIV-1 fusion reaction, viruses were prebound to target cells in the cold, and virus entry was initiated by shifting to 37uC. Fully inhibitory concentrations of BMS-806 (blocks CD4-induced conformational changes [34, 35] ), AMD3100 or TAK-779 (block CXCR4 and CCR5 binding, respectively [36, 37] ) or the gp41-derived peptide C52L (prevents gp41 refolding [38] ) were added at varied times of incubation. In agreement with our previous kinetic studies [10] , HXB2 acquired resistance to the CD4 binding inhibitor ,3-fold faster than BaL (Fig. 1A, C) . Subsequent steps of CXCR4 binding and acquisition of resistance to C52L by HXB2 occurred after significant delays, whereas BaL engaged CCR5 and escaped the C52L inhibition shortly after binding CD4. Accordingly, the rate constants calculated based on the three-step kinetic model of HIV-1 fusion ( Fig. 1 and [10] ) reflected the slow progression of the post-CD4
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Human neutrophil peptide 1 (HNP-1) is a small cationic peptide that can directly block HIV-1 entry in the absence of serum. However, since serum attenuates the anti-HIV activity of this peptide, HNP-1 is unlikely to inhibit infection in the bloodstream. Here, we demonstrate that sub-inhibitory doses of HNP-1 in the presence of serum can strongly enhance the activity of neutralizing antibodies and inhibitors targeting transiently exposed intermediate conformations of HIV-1 gp41. HNP-1 appears to exert this effect by delaying post-coreceptor binding steps of fusion and thereby prolonging the exposure of gp41 intermediates. These results imply that the HIV-1 fusion kinetics is an important determinant of sensitivity to neutralizing antibodies and peptides against transiently exposed functional domains of gp41. The surprising synergy between sub-inhibitory concentrations of HNP-1 and anti-gp41 antibodies suggests new strategies to sensitize the virus to circulating antibodies by developing compounds that prolong the exposure of conserved gp41 epitopes on the cell surface. Here, k CD4 , k CoR and k E are the effective rate constants (k F is the rate constant for HIV-endosome fusion (V F ) that is not resolved by the current approach). The steps that form/expose pre-hairpin intermediates (PHI) on the cell surface are highlighted in blue, while intracellular PHIs, which are no longer accessible to added inhibitors, are highlighted in orange (a vertical dashed line separates internalized viruses from external viruses). C52L is carried over by the PHIs into endosomes (curved red arrow) where it blocks subsequent fusion. The virus is assumed to inactivate at every step of the fusion reaction through detachment from cells and by undergoing non-productive endocytosis (not shown for visual clarity). The inactivation rate constant k i was estimated based on the rate of non-productive endocytosis measured in [10] . An alternative pathway for HIV-1 escape from C52L by fusing with the plasma membrane is shown by a dashed arrow and is colored gray. In this case, the kinetics of the V/CD4/ CoR escape from C52L is described by k F . (A-D) HXB2 pseudoviruses (A, B) or BaL pseudoviruses (C, D) were pre-bound to TZM-bl cells in the cold and allowed to undergo fusion for 90 min at 37uC, either in the absence (A, C) or in the presence (B, D) of 7.3 mM HNP-1 in HBSS supplemented with 10% human serum. At indicated time points, fully inhibitory concentrations of HIV-1 fusion inhibitors, BMS-806, AMD3100, TAK-779 or C52L, were added, and incubation was continued till the 90 min point. The resulting virus fusion was measured by the BlaM assay, as described in Materials and Methods. Data points are means and SEM from 2 independent experiments performed in triplicate. Solid lines are obtained by curve-fitting using the three-step kinetic model (see also [10] ). The calculated effective rate constants are given in Table 1 . Insets in panels B and D show the effect of 7.3 mM HNP-1 in serum-containing medium on HXB2 and BaL fusion, respectively. *, P,0.04 (two-tailed t-test). doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003431.g001 binding steps of HXB2 fusion compared to BaL fusion (Table 1) . From the derived rate constants, we estimated the average lifetime of PHIs defined as the combined time the Env exists in CD4-and CD4/CoR-bound states (for details, please see [10] ). Our estimate showed that the HXB2 and BaL PHIs were exposed to inhibitory peptides for ,6 min and ,0.8 min, respectively. The much longer lifetime of HXB2 intermediates is consistent with the higher sensitivity of this virus to gp41-derived inhibitory peptides (Table 2 and [10] ).
We next examined the effect of HNP-1 on the kinetics of pseudovirus fusion. Experiments were carried out in medium containing 7.3 mM HNP-1 and 10% human serum. This concentration of defensin caused modest (15-20%) reduction of the HXB2 fusion (Fig. 1B, Inset) , whereas the BaL fusion was not significantly diminished (P.0.35). We found that under these conditions defensin slowed down the HXB2 Env binding to CXCR4, but not to CD4. In contrast, defensin did not significantly alter the rates of CD4 or CCR5 binding by BaL 50 values for antibodies are in mg/ml, for N36 mut(e,g) in mM, for 5-helix and C34 in nM. **Standard error of the fit. Statistical analysis of IC 50 data obtained by non-linear fitting was based on the sum of squares reduction test (0 denotes P,0.0003 anddenotes P,0.0001). N.I., no inhibition within the concentration range tested. { A slight fusion-enhancing effect.
' signifies a dramatic decrease in the IC 50 from an infinitely large to a measureable value. N.D., not determined.
"
Antibodies to the gp41 disulfide-linked loop (cluster I [60] ) and the gp41 C-HR domain (including cluster II [60] ); MPER, gp41 membrane-proximal extracellular region. doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003431.t002
( Fig. 1 and Table 1 ). Importantly, both HXB2 and BaL acquired resistance to C52L at much slower rates than in control experiments. These results show that defensin delays the HIV-1 entry process in the presence of serum while marginally affecting the extent of fusion.
As discussed above, the slower post-CD4 binding steps of fusion must extend the lifetime of PHIs on the cell surface. Using our kinetic model, we calculated that HNP-1 prolonged the PHI exposure on HXB2 and BaL pseudoviruses by 2-and 5-fold, respectively. Delayed CXCR4 binding and slower endocytosis/ fusion equally contributed to the increased PHI lifetime for HXB2 pseudoviruses, whereas delayed steps downstream of coreceptor binding were solely responsible for the prolonged exposure of BaL intermediates in defensin-treated samples ( Fig. 1 and Table 1 ). Delayed HIV-1 fusion was also observed when experiments were carried out in the absence of serum using a lower concentration of defensin to achieve partial inhibition of fusion (Fig. S2A, B) . Also, in control experiments, the linearized HNP-1 analogue, Abu-HNP, did not affect the kinetics of HIV-1 fusion (Fig. S2C) .
To verify the conclusion that HNP-1 interferes with pseudovirus endocytosis, we measured the HIV-1 uptake using a ratiometric assay developed by our group [29, 39, 40] . Internalization of pseudoviruses co-labeled with the pH-sensitive membrane marker, EcpH-ICAM, and the pH-resistant marker for the viral core, GagmCherry ( Fig. 2A) , permitted the visualization of HIV-1 delivery into acidic endosomes. Acidification of endosomal pH resulted in quenching of the EcpH signal and thus reduction of the ratio of EcpH (green) and mCherry (red) signals (Fig. 2B , C) compared to the ratio immediately after the low temperature binding step (0 min). Incubation at 37uC resulted in virtual disappearance of green fluorescence, whereas the red signal corresponding to the viral core accumulated at the perinuclear regions (Fig. 2B , second panel). By comparison, although HIV-1 endocytosis (quenching of the EcpH signal) was not blocked by HNP-1 in the presence of serum, the mCherry signal from viral cores was rather evenly distributed throughout the cytoplasm (Fig. 2B , third panel). This phenotype, along with a somewhat greater EcpH/mCherry ratio than in control experiments (Fig. 2C) , indicates that the virus uptake and/or trafficking were delayed by HNP-1, consistent with our kinetic data (Fig. 1 ). In agreement with our previous study [29, 39, 40] , defensin strongly inhibited pseudovirus endocytosis in the absence of serum, as evidenced by a marginal reduction in the green/red fluorescence ratio ( Fig. 2B and C) .
To conclude, the fusion kinetics ( Fig. 1 ) and virus imaging (Fig. 2 ) data are consistent with the notion that defensin prolongs the exposure of PHIs on the cell surface by slowing down HIV-1 endocytosis. However, as we have alluded above and in [10] , the estimated PHI lifetime is independent of whether these intermediates are cleared by endocytosis or through fusion with the plasma membrane. In addition, defensin extends the longevity of PHIs on HXB2 pseudoviruses by slowing down the CXCR4 binding step through down regulation of CXCR4 expression and/ or by direct competition with Env-CXCR4 binding [29] . Since the lifetime of gp41 intermediates correlates with the HIV-1 sensitivity to peptides derived from the C-HR domain [10] , we sought to determine whether HNP-1 could potentiate anti-HIV activity of fusion inhibitors and neutralizing antibodies. Toward this goal, we compared the sensitivity of HXB2 and BaL pseudoviruses to a panel of conformation-specific antibodies against distinct epitopes on gp120 and gp41 in the presence and in the absence of HNP-1.
HNP-1 does not sensitize HIV-1 to anti-gp120 antibodies
The neutralizing activities of several anti-gp120 antibodies were assessed using the synchronized fusion protocol whereupon viruses were pre-bound to cells at 4uC, and their entry/fusion were initiated by raising the temperature in the presence of varied concentrations of antibodies in a serum-containing medium. Since HIV-1 attached to cells in the cold remains sensitive to CD4 binding inhibitors ( Fig. 1 and [8,10 ,41]), this protocol can be used to evaluate the ability of antibodies to interfere with the postattachment steps of fusion upstream of receptor binding. First, we examined antibodies against conformational gp120 epitopes exposed in the context of the native Env trimer. Broadly neutralizing PG9 and PG16 antibodies against a quaternary glycan-containing epitope on the trimeric gp120 [42] [43] [44] [45] inhibited BaL, but not HXB2 fusion at concentrations up to 50 mg/ml (Fig. 3A, Fig. S3A and Table 2 ). By comparison, the m18 mAb which recognizes the gp120 CD4 binding site [46] did not interfere with the BaL fusion within the concentration range tested, but partially inhibited HXB2 fusion ( Fig. S3B and Table 2 ). Significantly, neither of these antibodies was rendered more potent by a sub-inhibitory dose of HNP-1 in the presence of serum ( Table 2) .
We next determined whether HNP-1 could modulate the activity of mAbs to CD4-induced gp120 epitopes: 17b [47, 48] , scFv m9 (single-chain variable fragment) and m36 [21, 49] , which recognize the gp120 epitopes overlapping with or adjacent to the coreceptor binding site [49, 50] . The inhibitory activity of 17b against either HXB2 or BaL was not detectable, while scFvm9 and m36 significantly reduced fusion of both HIV-1 strains (Fig. 3B , Fig. S3C and Table 2 ). As observed for other anti-gp120 antibodies, a sub-inhibitory dose of HNP-1 did not enhance the HIV-1 neutralization by antibodies against CD4-induced epitopes (Table 2) .
Sub-inhibitory doses of HNP-1 enhance the activity of inhibitory peptides and antibodies targeting the gp41 coiled coil domain
We assessed the effect of HNP-1 on inhibition of HIV-cell fusion by C34 and N36 mut(e, g) peptides targeting the complementary N-HR (coiled coil) domain [4, 51] . The C-HR-derived C34 peptide blocks HIV-1 fusion by binding to the complementary N-HR region and preventing the formation of 6HB. The HXB2 and BaL fusion was much more potently inhibited by C34 when a subinhibitory concentration of HNP-1 was present in a serumcontaining medium (Fig. 4A, B and Table 2 ). The potentiation of C34 activity by defensin was particularly apparent for BaL pseudoviruses, which were somewhat more resistant to C34 than HXB2. Since the potency of C-HR-derived peptides correlates with the lifetime of gp41 PHIs [10] , this result supports our conclusion based on the kinetics data that defensin prolongs the N-HR exposure on the cell surface.
The original N36 peptide derived from the N-HR is thought to prevent the 6HB formation by binding to the complementary C-HR region of gp41 [4] . However, the mutant N36 mut(e, g) peptide, in which several non-conservative substitutions of hydrophobic residues at the heptad repeat positions e and g were made, inhibits HIV-1 fusion in spite of its inability to bind the C-HR domain [51] . This result implies that N36 mut(e, g) interferes with gp41-mediated fusion by forming non-functional heterotrimers with the N-HR segments [51, 52] . Dose-response experiments showed that N36 mut(e, g) only marginally reduced the extent of HXB2 fusion and did not affect the BaL fusion at concentrations up to 20 mM (Fig. 4C, D) . A sub-inhibitory dose of HNP-1 in the presence of serum dramatically enhanced the inhibitory activity of the mutant peptide. Given the low baseline sensitivity of BaL to N36 mut(e, g) , the enhancing effect of HNP-1 was particularly striking. Defensin HIV-1 endocytosis assay using pseudoviruses co-labeled with EcpH-TM/Gag-mCherry. HXB2 pseudoviruses were pre-bound to TZM-bl entry in the cold (first panel), and virus entry was allowed to occur by incubating for 1 h at 37uC in the absence (second panel) or in the presence of 8.7 mM HNP-1 (third panel) or 20 mM HNP-1 in HBSS/10% serum (fourth panel). (C) Quantification of the effect of HNP-1 on uptake and dissociation of HXB2 pseudoviruses pre-bound to TZM-bl cells in the cold. The total amount of cell-associated viruses was assessed based on the Gag-mCherry signal from all particles in the image field (dark red bars). The drop in the overall mCherry signal following the incubation in the absence of defensin (second dark red bar) is primarily due to virus dissociation from cells, as described in [40, 86] . HNP-1 prevented the loss of the virus from the cell surface, both in the presence and in the absence of serum. Virus entry into acidic endosomes resulted in quenching of the EcpH signal and reduction of the EcpH/mCherry (green/red) fluorescence ratio (green-red gradient bars). Data points are means and SEM from 5-11 image fields each containing 30-40 cells. ***, P,0.001, **, P,0.003 (two-tailed t-test). doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003431.g002 reduced the IC 50 for this peptide from extremely large (undefined) to 2.4 mM ( Table 2 ).
Next, we tested whether HNP-1 can enhance the activity of mAbs to the N-HR domain, D5, 8K8 and the bivalent Fab 3674 (bF-3674). D5 binds to the hydrophobic pocket within the gp41 coiled coil and thus interferes with the C-HR binding and 6HB formation [53, 54] . The binding site of 8K8 partially overlaps with the D5 binding site, but the latter antibody has been reported to exhibit a greater specificity for the unoccupied N-HR domain than D5 [24, 55] . bF-3674 recognizes the shallow groove on the coiled coil domain, which in the 6HB structure is located between the two C-HR segment bound to the major hydrophobic grooves of the coiled coil [56] . This antibody is therefore expected to bind to both the coiled coil and 6HB structures. The synergy between bF-3674-and C34-mediated block of HIV-1 entry [56] supports the notion that these inhibitors bind to non-overlapping sites on gp41.
While all three antibodies inhibited HXB2 and BaL fusion, 8K8 and bF-3674 were considerably more potent in our assay than D5 (Fig. 5) . Overall, BaL was more resistant to these antibodies than HXB2, except that the less potent D5 inhibited both viruses with nearly equal efficiency. A low dose of HNP-1 in the presence of serum greatly enhanced the anti-HIV activity of all three antibodies compared to control experiments ( Fig. 5 and Table 2 ). As with the inhibitory peptides targeting the N-HR domain, the enhancing effect of defensin on BaL neutralization by mAbs was more apparent than for HXB2. We also found that a subinhibitory dose of HNP-1 retains its ability to sensitize HIV-1 to neutralizing antibodies in media with higher (25%) serum content (Fig. S4) . In control experiments, the inactive linear analog of HNP-1 (Abu-HNP) lacking the critical disulfide bonds did not have any effect on the inhibitory activity of the 8k8 antibody (Fig. 5A, B) .
We also tested whether defensin could confer neutralizing activity to a non-neutralizing monoclonal antibody NC-1, which recognizes both the free N-HR and the N-HR in the context of 6HBs [52, 57] . Within the concentration range tested, NC-1 did not inhibit HXB2 or BaL fusion, either in the presence or absence of HNP-1 ( Table 2 ). The marked enhancement of the anti-HIV activity of peptides and neutralizing antibodies targeting the N-HR domain implies that this region is normally not exposed for a sufficiently long time to allow optimal binding of these inhibitors.
HNP-1 augments the activity of peptides and antibodies targeting the gp41 C-HR and MPER
To test the effect of HNP-1 on inhibitors targeting the gp41 C-HR domain, we used the 5-helix peptide [58] . This peptide consists of a single polypeptide chain in which three N-HR segments are interspersed with two C-HR segments, leaving a vacant groove that avidly binds C-HR-derived peptides [12] . The HIV-1 fusion experiments in the presence of escalating doses of 5-helix revealed that HXB2 was much more sensitive to this peptide than BaL (Fig. S5) . A sub-inhibitory dose of HNP-1 in the presence of serum modestly (,3-fold) reduced the IC 50 of 5-helix against either viral strain ( Fig. S5 and Table 2 ).
We next tested the synergy between HNP-1 and nonneutralizing or weakly neutralizing antibodies against the gp41 regions downstream of the N-HR, using ''cluster I'' antibodies against the disulfide-linked loop and ''cluster II'' antibodies against the C-HR domain. Cluster I mAbs, 50-69 [59] and 240-D [60] , bind to the monomeric or oligomeric gp41 loop region, whereas cluster II antibodies, 167-D IV and 98-6 [60] , appear to bind to the post-fusion 6HB structure [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] . Neither cluster I nor cluster II antibodies exhibited detectable neutralizing activity under our experimental conditions ( Table 2) . As was the case with NC-1 antibody against the N-HR domain, defensin did not confer the HIV-neutralizing ability to the gp41 cluster I or cluster II mAbs.
Next, we examined the interactions between HNP-1 and broadly neutralizing antibodies against the gp41 membraneproximal extracellular region (MPER), 2F5 [66] and 4E10 [67] . These antibodies recognize the native Env relatively poorly, but exhibit improved binding to CD4-induced conformations of gp41 Table 2 for the respective IC 50 values. The experimental points showing no detectable reduction in the fusion signal were fitted with a straight line. doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003431.g003 [22, [68] [69] [70] [71] . In our experimental system, 2F5 and 4E10 inhibited HXB2 fusion but were less efficient against BaL within the concentration range tested (Fig. 6) . Defensin modestly reduced the IC 50 for both antibodies against HXB2 pseudoviruses. By contrast, compared to the virtual lack of inhibition of BaL fusion by 2F5 and 4E10, HNP-1 caused dramatic potentiation of their neutralizing activity (Fig. 6 and Table 2 ).
Anti-gp41 antibodies and patient serum more effectively neutralize HIV-1 entry into PBMCs in the presence of adefensin To test our conclusion that a sub-inhibitory dose of HNP-1 strongly potentiates the activity of antibodies against gp41 prehairpins in a more physiologically-relevant system, we examined HIV-1 fusion with PBMCs. PBMCs were adhered to a poly-lysine coated 96-well plate and allowed to bind pseudoviruses at 4uC, as described in Materials and Methods. Viruses and cells were incubated with or without antibodies in the presence or absence of defensin at 37uC for 90 min to allow fusion. To evaluate the effect of defensin on HIV-1 neutralization by PG9, D5, bF-3674 and 2F5 in these target cells, we compared the fusion efficiencies after incubation with fixed concentrations of antibodies close to their respective IC 50 s (when possible) with and without HNP-1 in serum-containing medium. Notably, whereas 24 mM of HNP-1 did not have a detectable effect on HXB2 fusion with PBMCs ( Fig. 7) , defensin enhanced the activity of all tested anti-gp41 antibodies. The fusion inhibitory activity of bF-3674 was particularly strongly enhanced by HNP-1. As was observed with TZM-bl cells (Fig. 3A) , the anti-gp120 antibody PG9 marginally attenuated the extent of HXB2 fusion with PBMCs, and this effect was not modulated by HNP-1.
We next asked whether a-defensin could augment the neutralizing activity of human HIV serum. PBMCs were centrifuged with HXB2 pseudoviruses in the cold, washed and incubated at 37uC with or without pooled serum from AIDS Table 2 for the respective IC 50 values. doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003431.g004 patients, either in the presence or in the absence of defensin. HIV serum diminished the HXB2 fusion with PBMCs by ,50%, whereas the combination of immune serum with a non-inhibitory dose of HNP-1 further decreased the fusion signal to 33% of the control (Fig. 7) . Synergy between HNP-1 and HIV immune serum reveals an important beneficial role of a-defensin in enhancing the neutralizing activity of naturally occurring human antibodies.
Discussion
We have previously adapted a direct virus-cell fusion assay to dissect the early steps of HIV-1 entry and have developed a kinetic model to evaluate the lifetime of gp41 pre-hairpin intermediates [10] . Here, we applied these methodologies to investigate the effect of sub-inhibitory concentrations of a-defensin on the kinetics of HIV-1 fusion and its sensitivity to inhibition/neutralization by antiviral peptides and antibodies. Defensin extended the exposure of gp41 intermediates by slowing down HIV-1 uptake/fusion. In addition, HNP-1 delayed the CXCR4 binding step of HXB2 entry. The prolonged PHI exposure correlated with enhanced anti-viral activity of fusion inhibitors and antibodies targeting the transiently exposed gp41 domains, with the most profound effect observed with the N-HR-targeting inhibitors. The neutralizationenhancing effect of HNP-1 was confirmed using PBMCs which are the natural targets for HIV infection. Table 2 The observed relationship between longevity of PHIs and the efficacy of fusion inhibitors and antibodies supports the kinetic restriction on HIV-1 neutralization. Thus, in addition to steric factors blocking the antibody access to respective epitopes, HIV-1 appears to kinetically limit the antibody or peptide binding to gp41 by minimizing the exposure of key transitional epitopes. While the kinetic effect of defensin appears to be the most likely explanation for HIV-1 sensitization, we cannot rule out the possibility that HNP-1 increases the accessibility of conserved epitopes by creating a more ''open'' Env conformation. However, the fact that the smaller C-HR-derived peptides, whose binding to the gp41 N-HR is not sterically restricted, are also potentiated by defensin, does not support the ''open'' conformation model. Of note, the kinetic and steric restriction may not be mutually exclusive, since the prolonged PHI lifetimes could augment the antibody binding by allowing more time for transient exposure of poorly accessible epitopes.
Although the mechanism by which HNP-1 prolongs the PHI lifetime is not understood, our previous study has demonstrated the ability of this defensin to (i) slow down the CXCR4 binding, (ii) interfere with the 6HB formation, apparently through interactions with the gp41 HR domains, and (iii) inhibit HIV-1 uptake [29] . The longevity of gp41 PHIs, which can form upon CD4 engagement, is determined by the rates of coreceptor binding and productive endocytosis or fusion with the plasma membrane, as depicted in Figure 1 . While delayed folding into 6HBs (k F ) stabilizes PHIs, the rate of productive endocytosis (k E ) or, in the alternative model, the rate of fusion (k F ) ultimately determines the availability of fusion intermediates on the cell surface. It thus appears that defensin prolongs the PHI exposure by delaying the CXCR4 binding (for HXB2 pseudoviruses) and, more universally, by slowing down the fusion steps downstream of coreceptor binding.
It is possible that the observed lack of HNP-1 effect on antigp120 mAbs and the overall modest neutralizing activity of these antibodies resulted from the post-attachment neutralization protocol employed in this study. We chose a post-attachment neutralization assay in order to separate the HIV-1 binding and fusion steps and to minimize the effect of defensin-mediated down regulation of CD4 and CXCR4 expression [29] . Our protocol thus reduces the complexity of the HNP-1 effects on HIV-1 fusion and enables the kinetic measurements of this process. Importantly, HIV-1 Env does not appear to irreversibly engage CD4 after a brief pre-binding step at 4uC, as evidenced by the ability of BMS-806 and anti-CD4 antibodies to fully block HIV-1 fusion (Fig. 1  and [8,10,17] ). These findings show that our experimental protocol is suitable for studies of HIV-1 neutralization by antigp120 mAbs. We therefore surmise that the undetectable effect of defensin on anti-gp120 antibodies is due to the lack of kinetic control over their binding to respective epitopes and probably the lack of significant competition for binding to these epitopes. Figure 7 . HNP-1 synergizes with neutralizing antibodies to gp41 and with HIV serum in inhibiting HIV-1 fusion. HXB2 pseudoviruses were pre-bound to human PBMCs in the cold, and fusion was initiated in the absence or in the presence of indicated antibodies by shifting to 37uC. Data are normalized to the extent of fusion (measured by the BlaM assay) in the absence of defensin or antibodies (control). Addition of 24 mM HNP-1 in HBSS with 10% human serum did not affect HXB2 fusion. The following concentrations of antibodies were used: D5 (25 mg/ml), bF-3674 (12 mg/ml), 2F5 (2.5 mg/ml), PG9 (20 mg/ml). HIV-1 neutralizing serum was diluted 1:15 prior to adding to cells. Experiments were performed either in the absence (black bars) or in the presence (red bars) of 24 mM HNP-1 in 10% human serum. Experiment with 3 mM C52L were used as a negative control. Data points are means and SEM from two independent experiments (D5, bF-3674 and HIV serum) or a representative experiment (PG9 and 2F5) performed in triplicate. **, P,0.005; ***, P,0.001 based on the two-tailed t-test. doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003431.g007
We found that HNP-1 selectively stimulated the anti-viral activity of peptides and antibodies against the N-HR domain, whereas potentiation of inhibitors targeting other gp41 domains was relatively modest ( Table 2 ). The reason for this selective effect is presently unclear. The C-HR domains, for example, appear to be at least partially occluded on the native Env [72] . Kinetic studies of the 5-helix binding and inhibition of gp41-mediated fusion indicate that C-HR may be exposed for only a few seconds [12] . It is therefore reasonable to expect that stabilization of PHIs would result in a stronger reduction of the IC 50 for 5-helix (Table 2 ). However, we have previously shown that the activity of C34, but not of 5-helix, is enhanced upon stabilizing the gp41 fusion intermediates [73] . This result suggests that the 5-helix binding sites may not be exposed throughout the lifetime of PHIs. It is thus possible that the modest decrease in the IC 50 for 5-helix in the presence of defensin reflects its weak effect on the C-HR exposure.
Our results with 2F5 and 4E10 in the presence of defensin and serum are indicative of different degrees of the MPER occlusion on Env from different isolates. The dramatic enhancement of the 2F5 and 4E10 activity against BaL pseudoviruses, which are otherwise relatively resistant to these antibodies, suggests that HNP-1 markedly prolongs the availability of their respective epitopes. The less pronounced effect of defensin on HXB2 neutralization by these mAbs, on the other hand, is consistent with considerable exposure of MPER of this protein prior to or during fusion. These findings are in agreement with the report that the MPER domains are exposed on the native Env from lab-adapted strains (HXB2, ADA), but occluded on BaL and on Env glycoproteins from neutralization-resistant primary isolates [74] .
Another explanation for the modest enhancing effect of defensin on antibodies and peptides targeting the gp41 domains other than the N-HR is that HNP-1 may inhibit the 6HB formation [29] by binding to the gp41 C-HR domain in a manner similar to retrocyclin (a h-defensin) [75] . This could result in competition between HNP-1 and mAbs and/or peptides for binding to the C-HR domain, as has been reported for antibodies to the gp120 CD4-binding and coreceptor-binding sites [30] . However, it appears unlikely that sub-inhibitory doses of defensin in the presence of serum could significantly reduce the antibody binding to their epitopes. The fact that defensin does not attenuate HIV-1 neutralization by any of the antibodies used in this study (Table 2 ) supports this notion. While defensin could also bind to N-HR, this possibility appears inconsistent with its strong enhancing effect on peptides and antibodies targeting this region.
The enhanced HIV neutralization by immune serum in the presence of HNP-1 implies that the prolonged exposure of PHIs is also beneficial for antibodies circulating in the bloodstream. Of note, the level of human a-defensin in plasma can reach 6.5 mM [76, 77] , a concentration that is close to one used in our study. The enhancing effect of HNP-1 on anti-gp41 antibodies is not without precedent. Sub-inhibitory doses of N36 mut(e, g) have been reported to synergize with bF-3674, 2F5 and 4E10, apparently by sequestering the N-HR domains and thereby extending the temporal window for antibody binding [14] .
In conclusion, this study reveals the previously unappreciated role of innate immunity peptides in enhancing adaptive immune responses to HIV-1 infection. This finding suggests new strategies to improve therapeutic regimens and vaccine efforts. Specifically, our data and published results [14] demonstrate the utility of developing small molecule compounds capable of stabilizing intermediate conformations of HIV-1 Env in vivo and thereby potentiating the neutralizing activity of antibodies against this glycoprotein.
Materials and Methods
Cells and reagents
HeLa-derived indicator TZM-bl cells expressing CD4, CXCR4, and CCR5 were grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS (HyClone Laboratories, Logan, UT) and penicillin/ streptomycin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). HEK 293T/17 cells (ATCC, Manassas, VA) were grown in the same medium supplemented with 0.5 mg/ml geneticin (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY). Human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated from whole blood and activated with 10 ng/ml IL-2 and 2.5 mg/ml phytohemagglutinin (PHA, Sigma), as described previously [17] . All media and buffers were obtained from HyClone (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Logan, UT) or Cellgro (Mediatech Inc., Manassas, VA). Human serum was obtained from Atlanta Biologicals (Lawrenceville, GA).
The following cell lines and reagents were obtained from the NIH AIDS Research and Reference Reagent Program: IL-2 (from Dr. M. Gately, Hoffmann-La Roche) [78] , indicator TZM-bl cells (from Drs. J. Kappes and X. Wu) [79] , HIV-1 immune serum (Dr. L. Vujcic, FDA) [80] , HIV monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) PG9 and PG16 (from IAVI, La Jolla, CA) [42] , 17b (Dr. J. Robinson, Tulane University Medical Center) [47, 48] , 2F5 and 4E10 (Dr. Hermann Katinger, University of Natural Resources, Vienna, Austria) [66, 67] Synthesis and purification of HNP-1 and its derivatives HNP-1 and its linear analog Abu-HNP-1, in which the six Cys residues are replaced by the isosteric a-aminobutyric acid, as well as the N36 mut(e, g) peptide were all prepared via Boc solid phase peptide synthesis using an optimized coupling chemistry developed by Kent and colleagues [82] . Oxidative refolding of HNP-1 was performed as described [83] , and structural validation of synthetic HNP1 was achieved by X-ray crystallography [84] . All peptides were purified to homogeneity by reversed phase HPLC and their molecular masses ascertained by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry. Peptide concentrations were quantified by UV absorbance measurements at 280 nm using molar extinction coefficients calculated by a published algorithm [85] .
Virus production and characterization
Pseudoviruses were produced by transfection of 293T cells using PolyFect reagent (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA), as described in [17] . Briefly, for the BlaM assay, cells were transfected with a mixture of the following plasmids: 2 mg of pR8DEnv, 2 mg of BlaM-Vprexpressing pMM310 vector, 1 mg of pcRev plasmid, and 3 mg of vectors encoding HIV-1 BaL or HXB2 Env. Transfection media was replaced with phenol red-free media after an overnight incubation, and cell culture medium was collected at 48 h posttransfection. Virus-containing medium was passed through a 0.45 mm filter, aliquoted, and stored at 280uC. For experiments with PBMCs, viruses were concentrated by pelleting onto a 20% sucrose cushion or using Lenti-X concentrator (Clontech Laboratories, CA). The infectious titer of the virus stock was determined using TZM-bl cells, as described previously [15] .
Virus-cell fusion assay
Unless otherwise stated, all HIV-cell fusion experiments were done in the presence of 10% human serum. HIV-1 pseudovirus fusion with target cells was measured using the BlaM assay, as described previously [15, 17] . HXB2 or BaL pseudoviruses with blactamase-Vpr (BlaM-Vpr) chimera incorporated into the viral core were bound to PBMCs or TZM-bl cells by centrifugation at 4uC for 30 min at 1,5506g. For fusion experiments with PBMCs, cells were allowed to adhere to a poly-L-lysine coated 96-well plate (2N10 5 cells/well) in Hanks' buffer (HBSS) for 30 min at room temperature. Excess cells were removed and wells were blocked with 10% FBS-supplemented HBSS for 15 min. HXB2 pseudoviruses (4N10 5 IU/well) were pre-bound to adhered PBMCs by spinoculation, as described above. After the virus binding step, cells were washed once with HBSS and incubated at 37uC for 90 min to allow virus entry. The fusion reaction was stopped by placing the plates on ice, and the culture medium was replaced with the BlaM substrate, CCF4-AM (Invitrogen). Cells were left at 12uC overnight, and the BlaM activity was determined from the ratio of blue and green fluorescence signals, using the Synergy HT fluorescence plate reader (Bio-Tek Instruments, Germany).
The effect of HNP-1 on the kinetics of HIV-1 fusion with TZMbl cells was assessed by the ''time of addition'' experiments, as described in [10] . Briefly, viruses were pre-bound to cells by centrifugation in the cold, and the virus entry was initiated by raising the temperature to 37uC. Fusion was stopped at indicated time points by adding fully inhibitory concentrations of inhibitors. The rate of CD4 binding was determined by adding BMS-806 (20 mM), CXCR4 and CCR5 binding was assessed using AMD3100 (7 mM) and TAK-779 (30 mM), respectively. The rate of receptor/coreceptor-mediated endocytosis was measured by adding C52L (1 mM), which blocks the gp41 6-helix bundle formation. At the end of the incubation (37uC, 90 min), fusion was stopped by chilling the cells, and the BlaM activity was measured.
HIV-1 endocytosis
Internalization of pseudoviruses by TZM-bl cells was measured, as previously described [29, 39, 40] . Briefly, HXB2 pseudoparticles were co-labeled with the pH-sensitive derivative of GFP, ecliptic pHlourin (EcpH), fused to the N-terminus of the ICAM-1 transmembrane domain (EcpH-ICAM) and with the HIV-1 Gag-mCherry chimera, as the viral core marker. Although GagmCherry is not cleaved by the HIV-1 protease [29, 39, 40] , inclusion of wild-type HIV-1 pR8DEnv vector in the transfection mixture yielded pseudoviruses capable of single-round infection. Quenching of EcpH-ICAM upon entry into early endosomes enables the measurements of HIV-1 uptake and delivery into mildly acidic compartments expressed as the ratio of the EcpH-ICAM signal to the pH-resistant mCherry signal.
HNP-1 effect on inhibitory activity of neutralizing antibodies and peptide inhibitors
Pseudoviruses were pre-bound to cells by spinoculation in the cold and the excess virus was removed by washing with HBSS. Varied doses of neutralizing antibodies or inhibitory peptides (C34, N36 mut(e,g) or 5-Helix) were added to cells in HBSS/10% human serum in the absence or in the presence of 7.3 mM of HNP-1. Fusion was immediately initiated by shifting cells to 37uC. After 90 min, cells were placed on ice to stop fusion, loaded with the CCF4-AM substrate, and incubated overnight at 12uC. The resulting BlaM signal was measured, as described above. Figure S3 Neutralizing activity of anti-gp120 antibodies in the presence of HNP-1. TZM-bl cells were allowed to bind HXB2 (triangles) or BaL (circles) pseudoviruses in the cold, and fusion was initiated by incubation at 37uC for 90 min in the presence of escalating doses of neutralizing antibodies, PG16 (A), m18 (B), scFv m9 (C). Experiments were performed either in absence (black symbols) or in the presence (red symbols) of 7.3 mM HNP-1 in HBSS/10% human serum, and the resulting fusion was measured by the BlaM assay. Data points are means and SEM from a representative triplicate experiment; the scFv m9 data are form two triplicate experiments. Solid curves are obtained by non-linear curve fit to F = 100/(1+[X]/IC 50 ), where [X] is the concentration of an inhibitor or an antibody (see Table 2 for the respective IC 50 values). The experimental points showing no detectable reduction in the fusion signal were fit to a straight line. (TIFF) Figure S4 HNP-1 retains the ability to potentiate neutralizing activity of D5 antibody in medium with high serum content. HXB2 pseudoviruses were pre-bound to TZM-bl cells at 4uC and shifted to 37uC for 90 min to initiate fusion, as measured by the BlaM assay. (A) HXB2 fusion experiments were carried out in the presence of varied doses of HNP-1 in media containing 0, 25 or 50% of human serum in HBSS. Based on these results, a sub-inhibitory concentration of 10 mM HNP-1, which inhibited HXB2 fusion in 25 and 50% serum by ,15-20%, was selected for the virus neutralization experiments. (B) The effect of 10 mM HNP-1 on HIV-1 neutralization by the D5 monoclonal antibody. Viruses and cells were exposed to escalating doses of D5 in HBSS that was supplemented with 25% human serum in the presence or in the absence of defensin. (TIFF) Figure S5 Potentiation of the 5-helix activity by HNP-1. HXB2 (A) and BaL (B) fusion with TZM-bl cells was carried out by adding different concentrations of 5-helix, either in the presence (red symbols) or in the absence (black symbols) of HNP-1 (7.3 mM) in 10% human serum. Data points are means and SEM from a representative triplicate experiment (see Table 2 for IC 50 
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